Exam structure

EXAM: Friday, FEBRUARY 6, 2015
- 8:00 - 10:00 (120mins), Conference Room, C7.4
- Closed Book
- Answer on exam sheet directly

Part 1: 8 short answer questions from all the modules (7 mins work)
- you must answer all = 50 mins

Part 2: 5 longer questions
- you must do 4 of these = 60 mins (15 mins each)
Course Topics

- **Ling Foundations** (Delogu/Drenhaus)
- **Probability** (Greenberg)*
- **Cognitive Foundations** (Crocker/Delogu)
- **Technological Foundations** (Busemann)*
- **FSM Methods & Parsing** (Uszkoreit/Kiefer)*
- **Stat. NLP** (Klakow)
- **Semantics** (Demberg)
- **Speech** (Moebius)

* = short question only
Answer directly on the exam sheet
  + extra if needed
  must hand in the exam

Mock exam on course web-page.
  Not quite the same structure or content.

Responsible for:
  all lecture material, assigned readings, and tutorial materials
For questions regarding specific module content, contact the individual lecturer.

Come to me, if you have general questions regarding the course:

crocker@coli.uni-sb.de